Activity - Ages 3-5*

What you need

*Note to Parents:
Due to small parts, we recommend
using the Fine Motor Kits for ages 3+!
Please supervise your child closely with
all activities, especially if they like to put
objects in their mouth!
For children under 3, we recommend
substituting items like pom poms and
blocks for larger items and watching
closely with crayons and Play Dough, as
many children like to put these toys in
their mouths as well.
Drop blocks into a cup or container - try with
each hand!

-Blocks
-Cup or container (not provided)

Stack blocks to make a tower

-Blocks

Play with Play Doh!
-Explore ways to play with Play Doh,
including squishing, rolling, poking
-Get creative and make shapes out of Play
Doh! Try a snowman or a pretend cookie

-Play Doh

Use cookie cutter or household object like a
cup to make imprints on Play Doh

-Play Doh
-Cookie Cutter
-Household item (not provided)

Color!
-Let your child try the crayon first
-Draw dots, lines and shapes and see if your
child wants to copy
-Trace your child’s hand

-Paper
-Crayon

Pick up Pom Poms one by one and put into a
small container - can they all fit into an empty
Play Doh container?

-Pom Poms
-Small container (not provided) or use empty
Play Doh container

Tie the shoelace in a bow and let your child
untie it

-Shoelace

Draw dots and place stickers on them

-Paper
-Crayon
-Stickers

Play with stickers. Can your child take the
stickers off the page? Practice taking stickers
off and putting them on fingertips, hands or
paper

-Stickers
-Paper

String Cheerios or similar food item onto
shoelace (Note: if your child is putting objects
in his/her mouth, use a food item that is okay
for him/her to eat!)

-Shoelace
-Cheerios or similar food item with circular
opening in the middle (not provided)

Use tweezers to pick up Cheerios or another
small food item and place them on the paper
or in a cup (Note: if your child is putting
objects in his/her mouth, use a food item that
is okay for him/her to eat!)

-Tweezers
-Household food item
-Paper
-Cup (not provided)

Screw/unscrew the large plastic screw - try
with each hand!

-Large plastic screw

What can you make with the Wikki Stix? A
triangle? A car? Be creative!

-Wikki Stix

String shoelace through paper shapes

-Shoelace
-Paper shapes

Pick up Pom Poms with tweezers and put
them on paper or in a cup

-Pom Poms
-Tweezers
-Paper
-Cup (not provided) - can use empty Play
Doh container

Let your child try to trace your hand

-Paper
-Crayon

Trace an object, like the large plastic screw,
blocks, the cookie cutter, or a simple
household object like a cup

-Paper
-Crayon
-Large plastic screw
-Blocks
-Cookie cutter
-Household item (not provided)

Draw dots and have your child place Pom
Poms or stickers on them - try to use the
tweezers!

-Paper
-Crayon
-Stickers
-Pom Poms
-Tweezers

Make shapes with blocks - what can you

-Blocks

make? A train?
Make jewelry (bracelet, anklet, ring) with
Wikki Stix

-Wikki Stix

Draw shapes and use Wikki Stix to trace
them

-Paper
-Crayon
-Wikki Stix

Build a tower of blocks and bowl it over with a
ball or rolled up socks!

-Blocks
-Ball or socks (not provided)

Make a face - Draw or let your child draw the
outline of a face and use Wikki Stix to make
the different parts of the face (eyes, nose,
mouth, ears, hair)!

-Paper
-Crayon
-Wikki Stix

Activity - Ages 6+

What you need

Practice tying the shoelace

-Shoelace

Drag a Tic-Tac-Toe board on paper and use
Pom Poms as markers - which color will be
X’s and which will be O’s? Can your child use
the tweezers to move the Pom Poms?

-Pom Poms
-Paper
-Tweezers

Draw a shape and fill it in with blocks

-Paper
-Crayon
-Blocks

Attach the screw to the paper - Cut a hole in
the paper for your child and see if they can
attach the large plastic screw to the paper. If
they’re using scissors safely, let them cut the
hole.

-Paper
-Scissors (not provided)
-Large plastic screw

Pick up Pom Poms with tweezers and put
them on top of the blocks

-Pom Poms
-Tweezers
-Blocks

